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The in-game pledge system tracks your progress within the game and gives you credits towards backing the game, art, design, audio, and programming! Once it has a Steam release, the game will also have a physical pledge certificate with the game, art, and soundtrack! This will be
available to those who want to own the physical versions of the game, and backers will be able to show it off proudly when playing the game! At first pledge gives an initial % of total game costs, meaning if you pledge £8 you will get a percentage of the game costs from there on in. Any
money left over after final costs are covered will be split between the development team and other comforts. More info and up-to-date info on the Hadean Lands page: The story of Hadean Lands is very much a work in progress. However, feel free to share your experience and comment
on the issues/topics below! Development ------------------------------------------------- Screenshots Video Support For support questions, you can ask for support in the forums or email me at josh.goff (at) hadeanlands.com. I will try and be very prompt in getting to you, and I apologise for any
delays. Warm Regards, Joshua Goff From: josh.goff (at) hadeanlands.com Date: Aug 27, 2017 at 3:10PM Subject: Hadean Lands Ep #7 - Battle Screenshot To: hadeanlands Thank you for contacting Hadean Lands. I'm afraid I'm not able to comment on the gameplay at this time, as our
playable demo is still in development, and won't be ready for another couple of weeks. I am able to answer your questions regarding the pledge system, and about which platform the game will be released on. Regarding the crowdfunding game itself, I'm trying to get an exact version out
for you to play when the demo is ready, but so far we are looking at the PC platform. If anyone is interested in the art/graphics side of the project, the first image is definitely an example of the current build. We will be trying to change the colours around, but the general "feel" should be
similar to that. I don't have any specific dates at this time,

Features Key:
With more than 30 levels and 80 hours of gameplay.
Delighted animations give the player the feeling of full immersion and enable self-expression.
Have fun and enjoy breathtaking moments.
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